Zenyatta Timothy

A new exciting hay product. We had this timothy in our research plots in Lancaster County and it was the standout in both early production and regrowth. Zenyatta was bred in the U.S. and is an improved Clair-type timothy. It is appropriately named after a thoroughbred champion race horse that won 29 of 30 major races.

Palatability and superior winter hardiness are timothy's most important features. It does very well on wet, peaty and heavy textured soils. The establishment of this species is rather slow and summer production is somewhat limited. Timothy tolerates a cutting management much better than grazing.

At A Glance

**Key Features**
- Leafy perennial cool season grass
- Excellent early production and growth
- Highly palatable
- Great spring production

**Establishment**
Use the small box of the drill

Seeding Rate: 10-15 lbs/A
Seeding Depth: No deeper than 1/4”